Herpes viruses comprise a large family of complex DNA viruses, eight of which can infect humans.^[@ref2]^ Although generally benign, they can cause a variety of diseases including oral lesions (HSV1), genital lesions (HSV2), chicken pox and shingles (*Varicella zoster*), etc.^[@ref2]^ HSV encodes seven proteins essential for DNA replication: the heterotrimeric helicase--primase (UL5--UL8--UL52), the heterodimeric DNA polymerase--processivity factor complex (UL30--UL42), single-stranded DNA binding protein (UL29/ICP8), and an origin binding protein (UL9).^[@ref3]−[@ref5]^ Although these proteins can perform the minimal set of functions needed for replication, it seems likely that other herpes and cellular proteins are involved during in vivo replication.

UL30 replicates the HSV1 DNA and contains both polymerase and 3′--5′ proofreading exonuclease activities.^[@ref6]^ Evolutionarily, the enzyme belongs to the B-family of polymerases. The polymerase activity exhibits moderate fidelity and high processivity even in the absence of its processivity factor, UL42, largely due to a very slow rate of DNA dissociation (0.07 s^--1^).^[@ref7]^ The exonuclease rapidly hydrolyzes double-stranded DNA (*k*~cat~ = 6 s^--1^) although the exonuclease does not appear to greatly enhance the fidelity of DNA replication.^[@ref6],[@ref7]^ Song et al. observed similar rates of incorrect dNTP polymerization using polymerases that either contained or lacked exonuclease activity.^[@ref6]^ The cause of this disconnect between a highly active exonuclease and minimal impact on fidelity is unclear.

The UL42 subunit binds to and increases the processivity of UL30. Unlike processivity factors from other organisms that encircle the DNA via formation of dimers or trimers but do not directly bind the DNA,^[@ref8]−[@ref16]^ UL42 directly binds the DNA and appears to function as a monomer.^[@ref17]^ UL42 also binds to DNA with high affinities for both double-stranded (2 nM) and single-stranded DNA (10 nM).^[@ref18],[@ref19]^ The relatively high affinity of UL42 for DNA and its intrinsic DNA binding activity are crucial for HSV replication, as mutations in UL42 that either increase or decrease the affinity of UL42 for DNA compromise the fidelity of herpes replication in cells.^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ However, Parris and co-workers found that UL42 affects neither the frequency with which UL30 polymerizes incorrect dNTPs nor the efficiency with which UL30's exonuclease excises nucleotides from DNA.^[@ref7]^

Structural studies of UL30 showed that it forms the typical hand-shaped structure of a DNA polymerase with the catalytically important residues for dNTP polymerization in the palm domain.^[@ref22]^ The exonuclease resides ca. 45 Å from the polymerase active site with a small apparent hole between the two. Although the catalytic centers of each activity are independent, no data exist with respect to DNA movement between the two sites and the coordination of the two activities.

To better understand how UL30 replicates DNA with high fidelity, we examined the interaction of the polymerase and exonuclease activities. Surprisingly, even though both activities reside on the same protein, there was remarkably little coordination between the two activities. Furthermore, several data indicate that the two activities have largely independent DNA binding domains.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Chemicals {#sec2.1}
---------

All chemicals were of the highest grade available and were used as purchased. dNTPs were from Invitrogen, T4 polynucleotide kinase was from New England Biolabs, and \[γ-^32^P\]ATP was from Perkin--Elmer. T4 DNA polymerase and Klenow Fragment were obtained from New England Biolabs. Aphidicolin was from Sigma and DMSO was obtained from Fisher Scientific.

Enzymes {#sec2.2}
-------

His-tagged UL30, UL30--UL42, and UL30--UL42 (exo−) were purified from SF9 insect cells infected with recombinant baculoviruses that harbor the genes encoding these proteins as described previously.^[@ref23]^ Baculovirus harboring the His-tagged UL30 gene was generously provided by Don Coen from Harvard University and amplified at the Protein Production, Monoclonal Antibody, Tissue Culture Shared Resource at the University of Colorado--Denver Medical School.

Oligonucleotides {#sec2.3}
----------------

All oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA). The sequences of all primers and templates used in this study are depicted in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. All primers were gel purified using 20% denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and radiolabeled by standard procedures at the 5′-end using \[γ-^32^P\]ATP and T4 polynucleotide kinase.^[@ref24]^ Annealing was done by heating the primer--templates in a molar ratio of 1:1.4 to 95 °C and then slowly cooling to room temperature.

###### DNA Substrates Used[a](#tbl1-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

![](bi-2014-00840v_0010){#GRAPHIC-d1130e241-autogenerated}

Templating bases are underlined and positions of mismatched bases are indicated in bold.

Polymerization Assays {#sec2.4}
---------------------

All experiments were performed under conditions of excess substrate at 37 °C. Assays typically contained 1 μM 5′-\[^32^P\] primer/template, varying concentrations of dNTPs, 50 mM Hepes (pH 7.6), 5% glycerol, 0.1 mg/mL BSA, 1 mM DTT, and 10 mM MgCl~2~ (final concentrations). They were initiated by the addition of enzyme (typically 20 nM) and quenched at various times by adding 5 volumes of 90% formamide, 10 mM EDTA, 1× Tris--Borate--EDTA buffer, and 0.1% bromophenol blue. Samples were heated for 2 min at 90 °C and the products separated by denaturing gel electrophoresis (20% acrylamide and 8 M urea) and analyzed by phosphorimagery (Molecular Dynamics). Steady-state kinetic parameters *V*~max~ and *K*~m~ were obtained by plotting the rates as a function of dNTP concentration for correct and incorrect incoming nucleotides and fitting the data to the Michaelis--Menten equation using Origin software.

Exonuclease Assays {#sec2.5}
------------------

All exonuclease assays were performed under steady-state conditions as described above except that dNTPs were omitted from the assays. Typically, assays contained 1 μM 5′-\[^32^P\]-primer--template in the buffer described above. Reactions were initiated by adding enzyme and terminated at designated time intervals as described above. Products were separated by denaturing gel electrophoresis and analyzed as above. In a separate set of experiments, the concentration of duplex DNA (DNA~15C~) was varied from 400 to 2500 nM and reactions were terminated at designated time intervals as described above. Similarly, the experiment was repeated with DNA~15TG~, DNA~2MM~, DNA~3MM~, and DNA~4MM~. Steady-state kinetic parameters *V*~max~ and *K*~m~ were obtained by plotting the exonuclease rates as a function of DNA concentration and fitting the data to the Michaelis--Menten equation using Origin software.

DNA Partitioning Assays between the Exonuclease and Polymerase Active Sites {#sec2.6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Assays contained 1 μM DNA (DNA~*n*~) with a T/G or a G/G mismatch at the primer 3′-terminus in reaction buffer containing the correct dNTP needed for elongation of DNA~*n*~ into DNA~*n*+1~ and the correct dNTP needed for elongation of DNA~*n*--1~ (i.e., the DNA generated when the exonuclease removes the incorrect nucleotide at the primer 3′-terminus) into DNA~*n*~. A set of parallel reactions contained DNA~14G~, varying concentrations of dCTP, and fixed concentrations of dGTP with the correct nucleotides for elongating this DNA by two nucleotides. Reactions were initiated by the addition of 20 nM enzyme and quenched after a designated time as described above. Upon formation of the E--DNA~*n*~ complex, the next correct nucleotide can potentially be added directly onto the mismatch. The rate of dNTP polymerization directly onto the mismatch was measured in independent control reactions and all data were corrected for this relatively slow process. The exonuclease can remove the mismatch to generate DNA~*n*--1~, which can suffer one of three fates: removal of additional nucleotides via the exonuclease, dissociation from the enzyme, or direct translocation to the polymerase active site to allow polymerization of two correct dNTPs to generate DNA~*n*+1~. The fraction of DNA that was moved directly from the exonuclease site to the polymerase site was obtained by dividing DNA~*n*+1~ by the sum of DNA~*n*+1~ and all exonuclease products (DNA~*n*--1~, DNA~*n*--2~, etc.). The amount of DNA~*n*+1~ was corrected for the direct addition of the next correct dNTP onto the mismatch.

Results {#sec3}
=======

To better understand the relationship between the polymerase and exonuclease activities of UL30 (±UL42), we examined coordinated exonuclease and polymerase activity using a series of oligonucleotides of defined sequence (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). Work by Gottlieb et al. showed that UL30 alone interacts with ca. 14 nucleotides of double-stranded DNA, while the UL30--UL42 complex interacts with 28 nucleotides of double-stranded DNA.^[@ref25]^ On the basis of these data, we designed DNA substrates whose length would allow them to interact either with only UL30 or with both the UL30 and UL42 subunits of the UL30--UL42 complex to differentially probe the importance of interactions with just UL30 or UL30 plus UL42.

Polymerization of Correct Versus Incorrect dNTPs by UL30 and UL30--UL42 {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous work showed that the presence of UL42 did not affect the rate of misincorporation by UL30 that lacked exonuclease activity (UL30 (exo−)).^[@ref7]^ Indeed, we likewise observed that UL42 did not affect misincorporation by UL30 (exo−) using DNAs whose length should only permit contact with UL30 as well as those long enough to contact both subunits of the UL30--UL42 complex (DNA~15C~ and DNA~35C~, data not shown). As reported by Parris and co-workers with other DNAs,^[@ref6]^ the presence of exonuclease activity decreased mismatch accumulation with DNA~15C~ and DNA~35C~ only 4- to 16-fold in our findings.

To better understand the relatively small effect of the exonuclease activity on accumulation of mismatches, we initially determined the optimal substrate for the exonuclease. Work with other polymerase-associated exonucleases has shown that they unwind one or more base pairs of the correctly base-paired duplex DNA prior to hydrolyzing the 3′-terminal phosphodiester bond.^[@ref26]^ As the denaturing of a correct base pair is energetically unfavorable, this predicts that a substrate that avoids this energetically unfavorable process by having unwound base pairs at the 3′ end of the primer--template duplex will be a better substrate than one with all correct base pairs. Using a series of DNAs containing increasing numbers of mismatches at the 3′-terminus (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}), we measured the efficiency with which the exonuclease removes the 3′-terminal nucleotide. Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows that the highest efficiency (*k*~cat~/*K*~mDNA~) for the exonuclease occurred on the substrate containing two mismatches. Similar data were obtained for the UL30--UL42 complex, indicating that the enzyme unwinds two nucleotides for optimal exonuclease activity. As the efficiency of the exonuclease activity may depend on the sequence of the oligonucleotide substrate, the precise *k*~cat~/*K*~mDNA~ may vary with different sequences.

![Exonuclease assays using 15/33 mer duplex DNA containing 0--4 mismatches at the primer terminus (DNA~15C~, DNA~15TG~, DNA~2MM~, DNA~3MM~, and DNA~4MM~). Plot of *k*~cat~/*K*~mDNA~ as a function of the number of mismatches present at the primer terminus.](bi-2014-00840v_0001){#fig1}

Herpes polymerase is a highly processive enzyme due to a high rate of dNTP polymerization (*k*~pol~ = 157 s^--1^) in conjunction with a slow rate of DNA dissociation (*k*~off~ = 0.07 s^--1^) after incorporation of a dNTP.^[@ref7]^ This is true even in the absence of its processivity factor UL42. Furthermore, pre-steady-state studies by Parris and co-workers showed that the 3′--5′ exonuclease rapidly cleaves a correctly base-paired nucleotide with a rate constant of 6 s^--1^ and an incorrectly base-paired nucleotide with a rate constant of 17 s^--1^.^[@ref7]^ Although the high exonuclease rate and slow DNA dissociation rate would seem to predict that the exonuclease will processively remove dNMPs, we instead found that the exonuclease was completely distributive (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Under conditions of excess DNA over enzyme, after dissociating from a product DNA the enzyme will rebind to another molecule of the starting substrate DNA. Hence, whereas a processive exonuclease will remove several nucleotides before dissociating such that the products from the rapid removal of several nucleotides will appear before loss of the entire starting DNA (DNA~*n*~), a nonprocessive exonuclease will generate products in a sequential manner: first, products due to loss of one nucleotide (DNA~*n*--1~), then those due to loss of two nucleotides (DNA~*n*--2~), etc. Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows that the UL30 exonuclease generated sequentially shorter products and indicates that the exonuclease acts in a distributive manner with both single- and double-stranded DNA. This occurred with single-stranded DNA using either UL30--UL42 or UL30 (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A--D), double-stranded DNA long enough to interact with both UL30 and UL42 (35 nucleotides long, Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E and F), or only long enough to interact with UL30 (15 nucleotides long, data not shown). These data also show that UL42 does not impact the nonprocessive nature of the exonuclease (compare Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A--F). While degrading DNA, the exonuclease activity clearly paused at different sites in the DNA. The cause of these pauses is unclear. Thus, even though the enzyme contains a very rapid exonuclease and DNA dissociates slowly after dNTP polymerization, UL30 nonprocessively removes nucleotides from DNA.

![Distributive removal of UL30 exonuclease by nucleotides. UL30 or UL30--UL42 was incubated with DNA (1 μM) and aliquots were taken out at various times. (A) Phosphorimages of the products of DNA~15ss~ degradation using UL30--UL42. (B) Phosphorimages of the products of DNA~15ss~ degradation using UL30. (C) Phosphorimages of the products of DNA~35ss~ degradation using UL30--UL42. (D) Phosphorimages of the products of DNA~35ss~ degradation using UL30. The time points for legends (A)--(D) were 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 2, 5, 7, and 10 min. (E) Phosphorimages of the products of DNA~35C~ degradation using UL30--UL42 at time intervals 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, and 60 min. (F) Phosphorimages of the products of DNA~35C~ degradation using UL30 at time intervals 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, and 60 min. Note: The gels shown are representative of experiments that were performed multiple times.](bi-2014-00840v_0002){#fig2}

DNA's Inefficient Translocation between the Exonuclease and Polymerase Active Sites {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One mechanism that can potentially account for the relatively small effect of the exonuclease on accumulation of products containing incorrect nucleotides is the inefficient transfer of DNA between the polymerase and exonuclease active sites. To test this hypothesis, we measured the efficiency of DNA translocation from the exonuclease active site to the polymerase active site as shown in Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}. Assays contained a large excess of DNA containing a single mismatch at the primer 3′-terminus (DNA~*n*~) along with the dNTPs that can form a correct base pair with template positions *n* (which in the starting DNA is a mismatch) and *n* + 1 (i.e., the nucleotide needed for elongation of DNA~*n*~). The DNA*~n~* awaits three potential fates upon binding to UL30 (or UL30--UL42): it can simply dissociate from the enzyme, forming no product and freeing the enzyme to bind another DNA~*n*~; the polymerase can add the next correct dNTP onto the mismatch, thereby generating DNA~*n*+1~; or the exonuclease can hydrolyze the mismatch, thereby generating DNA~*n*--1~. Control experiments showed that in the presence of excess DNA*~n~* where the base pair at the primer 3′-terminus is a mismatch and only the next correct dNTP for addition onto DNA*~n~* (dGTP), UL30 generated large amounts of shortened DNA (DNA~*n*--1~, DNA~*n*--2~, etc.) products and only small amounts of DNA~*n*+1~. Thus, the rate of addition of dGTP onto a mismatch was indeed slow and the exonuclease could efficiently remove the mismatch (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C).

![Kinetic Scheme Depicting the DNA Switching Between Polymerase and Exonuclease Sites](bi-2014-00840v_0006){#sch1}

![Translocation of DNA~15GG~ and DNA~15TG~ between polymerase and exonuclease sites. UL30 was incubated with primer--template (1 μM) in the presence of either 100 μM dGTP or 100 μM dGTP and varying concentrations of dCTP, the next correct incoming nucleotide. Reactions were quenched after 5 min and reaction products were separated by denaturing gel electrophoresis. The sequences of DNAs containing G/G and T/G mismatches are shown. (A) Phosphorimage of the products of DNA extension and degradation using 100 μM dGTP and DNA containing a G/G mismatch (DNA~15GG~). (B) Phosphorimages of the products of DNA~15GG~ extension and degradation using varying dCTP concentrations (5, 10, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, and 2000 μM) and dGTP at 100 μM. (C) Phosphorimage of the products of DNA extension and degradation with UL30 using 100 μM dGTP and DNA containing a T/G mismatch (DNA~15TG~). (D) Phosphorimages of the products of DNA~15TG~ extension and degradation using varying dCTP concentrations (5, 10, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, and 2000 μM) and dGTP at 100 μM.](bi-2014-00840v_0003){#fig3}

Upon removal of the mismatch via exonuclease activity and generation of DNA~*n*--1~, the DNA~*n*--1~ can potentially dissociate from the enzyme, leading to the accumulation of DNA~*n*--1~ (in this case the large excess of DNA*~n~* minimizes the possibility that DNA~*n*--1~ will rebind the enzyme), remain in the exonuclease active site and undergo another round of nucleotide excision (leading to DNA~*n*--2~), or move intramolecularly to the polymerase active site at which point the highly processive polymerase can incorporate two nucleotides and generate DNA~*n*+1~. Thus, an efficient intramolecular transfer of DNA from the exonuclease to polymerase active sites will result in large amounts of DNA~*n*+1~ relative to exonuclease products and an inefficient transfer will give the converse result.

Surprisingly, UL30 did not efficiently translocate DNA between the exonuclease and polymerase active sites (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). Even with saturating levels of dNTPs (2000 μM dCTP and 100 μM dGTP[a](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), the fraction of DNA~*n*--1~ extended using DNA~15TG~ as the substrate DNA was only around 30%. Increasing the length of the DNA (DNA~35TG~) did not significantly affect the efficiency of translocation as measured under conditions of saturating dCTP and dGTP. We considered the possibility that this low efficiency of translocation followed by dNTP polymerization was a consequence of the mismatch. However, replacing the G--T mismatch with a G--G mismatch did not significantly alter the efficiency of translocation. We also excluded the possibility that the inefficient transfer was an artifact due to inefficient elongation of the exonuclease product, the correctly base-paired DNA~*n*--1~. In control experiments we incubated UL30 with DNA~*n*--1~, 5 μM dCTP, and 100 μM dGTP. Of the elongated DNA~*n*--1~, 90% was converted to DNA~*n*+1~ (or longer) and only 10% to DNA*~n~*. Thus, UL30 efficiently polymerizes two nucleotides onto the correctly base-paired DNA~*n*--1~.

###### Fraction of DNA Extended by UL30 Using DNA~15TG~, DNA~15GG~, and DNA~35TG~

  *P*/*T* (mer)   DNA mismatch   incoming dNTP   \[*P*/(*P*+*E*)\]~max~
  --------------- -------------- --------------- --------------------------------------
  15/33           T/G            dCTP (vary)     0.30[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  dGTP (fixed)                                   
  15/33           G/G            dCTP (vary)     0.23[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  dGTP (fixed)                                   
  35/33           T/G            dCTP (vary)     0.30[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  dGTP (fixed)                                   

\[*P*/(*P*+*E*)\] is the fraction of DNA that moved directly from the exonuclease to the polymerase site without dissociating from the enzyme and then extended via dNTP polymerization. The fraction of DNA transferred from exonuclease to the polymerase site was corrected for the amount of product formed by the direct addition of dGTP (100 μM) onto the mismatch terminus.

We also tested if UL42 could increase the efficiency with which DNA translocates from the exonuclease to the polymerase active site. Tables [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} and [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} show that both UL30 and the UL30--UL42 complex translocate DNA equally inefficiently from the exonuclease to the polymerase active site. This was true for DNA that was too short to interact with both UL30 and UL42 (DNA~15TG~) and that which was long enough to interact with both proteins (DNA~35TG~).

###### Fraction of DNA Extended by UL30--UL42 Using DNA~15TG~ and DNA~35TG~

  *P*/*T* (mer)   DNA mismatch   incoming dNTP   \[*P*/(*P*+*E*)\]~max~
  --------------- -------------- --------------- --------------------------------------
  15/33           T/G            dCTP            0.32[a](#t3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  dGTP                                           
  35/33           T/G            dCTP            0.35[a](#t3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  dGTP                                           

The fraction of DNA transferred from exonuclease to the polymerase site was corrected for the amount of product formed by the direct addition of dGTP onto the mismatch (100 μM).

We also measured the efficiency of DNA translocation by two other polymerases that contain both polymerase and exonuclease activities, Klenow Fragment and T4 DNA polymerase, to rule out the possibility that these results reflected the experimental protocol or DNA sequences. Under conditions of saturating dCTP and dGTP concentrations, Klenow Fragment and T4 DNA polymerases transferred 91% and 83% of the DNA, respectively, from the exonuclease active site to the polymerase active site via direct intramolecular transfer. Furthermore, in the case of T4 translocation was measured in the absence of the T4 DNA polymerase processivity factor gp45. As gp45 greatly decreases the rate at which T4 polymerase dissociates from DNA, this transfer is likely much less efficient than what would normally occur in vivo when gp45 is present. Thus, the inefficient translocation of DNA between polymerase and exonuclease active sites appears to be a UL30 ± UL42-specific phenomenon.

Independent DNA Binding of UL30 Polymerase and Exonuclease Sites {#sec3.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The inefficient translocation between the exonuclease and polymerase active sites in conjunction with the nonprocessive nature of the exonuclease raised the possibility that UL30 might contain at least partially independent DNA binding domains for the polymerase and exonuclease active sites. To test this hypothesis, we determined how a tightly bound primer--template in the polymerase active site affects exonuclease activity. We accomplished this by using aphidicolin to generate a UL30--DNA--aphidicolin ternary complex and measuring the effect on exonuclease activity.

Previous studies showed that aphidicolin inhibits B-family DNA polymerases by forming an enzyme--DNA--aphidicolin ternary complex in the polymerase active site.^[@ref27]−[@ref29]^ Even though aphidicolin bears no obvious resemblance to a nucleoside triphosphate, it binds competitively with respect to the dNTP and forms an E--DNA--aphidicolin ternary complex.^[@ref27],[@ref28]^ Consistent with previous work using long, homopolymeric primer--templates to measure polymerase activity of herpes polymerase as well as studies on other B-family polymerases,^[@ref1],[@ref28]^ we found that aphidicolin potently inhibits elongation of short, synthetic primer--templates of defined sequence. Aphidicolin inhibition of dNTP polymerization when the next templating nucleotide was dG, dA, or dC (DNA~14G~, DNA~14A~, or DNA~14C~) gave IC~50~ values of 1.2 ± 0.1, 3.0 ± 0.4, and 2.5 ± 0.3 μM, respectively, in assays containing 5 μM dNTP.

We likewise measured the effect of aphidicolin on exonuclease activity using both single- and double-stranded DNAs as substrate. Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that even high concentrations of aphidicolin did not affect exonuclease activity of either UL30 or UL30--UL42 when the effect was measured on either a primer--template or single-stranded DNA. Especially striking is the lack of inhibition of exonuclease activity on a primer--template as, in the presence of aphidicolin, a primer--template will be tightly bound to the polymerase active site.[b](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}

![Effects of aphidicolin on exonuclease activity. DNA~14G~ or DNA~35C~ (1 μM) was incubated with reaction buffer containing varying concentrations of aphidicolin. Reactions were initiated by adding UL30 or UL30--UL42 and quenched at various time intervals. Reaction products were separated using 20% polyacrylamide denaturing gel electrophoresis and imaged using a phosphorimager. (A) Phosphorimages of the products of exonucleolytic cleavage of 14/33 mer duplex DNA (DNA~14G~) at 0, 4, and 10 min with UL30--UL42 as a function of increasing aphidicolin concentration from 0 to 100 μM. (B) Phosphorimages of the products of exonucleolytic cleavage of DNA~53ss~ at 0, 0.5, and 2 min with UL30 as a function of increasing aphidicolin concentration from 0 to 200 μM. Note that the assay contained both DNA~35C~ and DNA~53ss~.](bi-2014-00840v_0004){#fig4}

The observation that aphidicolin does not inhibit exonuclease activity on a primer--template even though the primer--template will be more tightly bound in the polymerase active site strongly suggested that the polymerase and exonuclease active sites have independent DNA binding domains. To provide further evidence for this conclusion, we measured exonuclease activity on a single-stranded DNA in assays containing increasing concentrations of aphidicolin as well as a primer--template. Under these conditions, adding aphidicolin will result in the primer--template tightly binding in the polymerase active site. As shown in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B, increasing the binding of the primer--template to the polymerase active site by adding aphidicolin did not affect exonuclease activity on the single-stranded DNA. The inability of a primer--template that is bound to the polymerase active site to inhibit exonuclease activity indicates that the two activities have independent binding domains.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

We examined the coordination between the polymerase and exonuclease activities of UL30 and the potential roles of UL42. Surprisingly, there is very little coordination between the two activities and they likely have independent DNA binding domains. In support of this idea, the intramolecular translocation of DNA from the exonuclease to the polymerase active site was relatively inefficient and the presence of a DNA in the polymerase active site did not inhibit exonuclease activity. Interestingly, UL42 did not enhance the coordination of the polymerase and exonuclease activities even though UL42 helps tether the polymerase to DNA.

Two distinct data support the surprising conclusion that DNA does not efficiently translocate between the polymerase and exonuclease sites on UL30. (1) In assays containing a large excess of DNA, UL30 (exo+) and UL30 (exo−) accumulate mismatch products at similar rates.^[@ref6]^ If the product resulting from incorporation of a wrong dNTP had efficiently translocated to the exonuclease active site, the highly active exonuclease should have significantly decreased the accumulation of the mismatched product. In contrast, the exonuclease activity associated with other DNA polymerases including T4, T7, **E. coli** DNA pol II, and **E. coli** DNA pol III decreases the accumulation of mismatched products by ∼100-fold.^[@ref30]−[@ref32]^ (2) Assays that directly measured translocation of DNA from the exonuclease to the polymerase active site followed by dNTP incorporation site showed that even under conditions of saturating dNTPs to maximize elongation of the DNA upon translocation into the polymerase active site, UL30 did not efficiently transfer the DNA. With the different DNAs examined, only around 30% of the DNA moved directly from the exonuclease active site to the polymerase active site without dissociating from the enzyme. Furthermore, the biologically relevant efficiency involves two translocation events: polymerase to exonuclease followed by exonuclease to polymerase. Thus, the measured values represent a maximal efficiency with which the DNA could transit the biochemically relevant polymerase to the exonuclease to polymerase pathway. Although we cannot measure the efficiency of transfer from the polymerase to the exonuclease active site, the minimal impact of the exonuclease on the accumulation of mismatches suggests that this translocation event is likewise inefficient. Two other polymerases, Klenow Fragment and T4 polymerase, translocated DNA between these sites much more efficiently than UL30 (91% and 83% intramolecular translocation, respectively). This occurred even though Klenow Fragment and T4 polymerase have much lower processivity than UL30 due to the inherent biological properties of **E. coli** DNA polymerase I and the absence of the T4 polymerase processivity factor gp45, respectively. Our results with T4 DNA polymerase are also in excellent agreement with those obtained by Reddy et al. when they observed 85% switching efficiency for T4 polymerase in the absence of gp45.^[@ref33]^ The mechanism of DNA transfer between the exonuclease and polymerase sites has been studied for a number of other polymerases including T7, human mitochondrial DNA polymerase, and Φ29 DNA polymerase.^[@ref33]−[@ref37]^ In each of these polymerases DNA translocates between the two sites mainly through intramolecular transfer, in contrast to UL30 that exhibits very inefficient intramolecular transfer.

The inefficient translocation of the DNA raises the question of how the two activities function together in vivo and suggests several scenarios. (1) The active sites do not function in a coordinated manner in vivo. Herpes forms a distinct replication compartment within the nucleus of the infected cell.^[@ref38]^ The compartment contains large amounts of replication enzymes and the time lag generated by frequent dissociation/reassociation of polymerases at the replication fork might be short enough to not impede replication significantly. (2) Other proteins not present in this simplified system modulate the translocation of DNA between the two active sites. These could include, for example, the herpes-encoded single-stranded DNA binding protein UL29, the herpes helicase--primase, or a cellular protein that herpes polymerase recruits to the replication fork. One protein that does *not* enhance this translocation is UL42, as evidenced by the low efficiency of translocation for both UL30 and UL30--UL42. (3) Herpes polymerase might employ a "proofreading in trans" strategy. For example, the herpes replisome presumably contains at least two polymerases (A and B) to account for leading and lagging strand replication. If both polymerase molecules formed a dimer under these conditions, the exonuclease active site of A could proofread for the polymerase active site of B and vice versa. This approach would be analogous to the trans arrangement of the active sites for generation of the aminoacyl adenylate and the transfer of the activated aminoacyl group to the acceptor tRNA in some dimeric tRNA synthetases.^[@ref39]^ Experiments to test these ideas are in progress.

The low efficiency of translocation between the polymerase and exonuclease active sites may also reflect the large distance between the two sites. Structural studies of UL30 showed that the polymerase and exonuclease sites are 45--60 Å apart.^[@ref22]^ Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the overall structure of UL30 in which the D368 residue of the exonuclease active site and the D717 and D888 residues of the palm domain are highlighted. This large distance between the two sites might potentially reduce the efficiency of intramolecular transfer of DNA. Structural studies of other polymerases including Klenow Fragment, T4, T7, and RB69 DNA polymerase have revealed that the distance between the polymerase and exonuclease sites is around 20--30 Å,^[@ref40]−[@ref44]^ significantly closer than in UL30.

![Structure of HSV DNA polymerase. The pre-NH~2~-terminal, NH~2~-terminal, fingers, palm, thumb, and exonuclease domains are colored magenta, cyan, green, blue, pink, and red, respectively. The position of D368 residue in the exonuclease active site and the D717 and D888 residues in the polymerase active site are marked with arrows. The distance between the carboxylate oxygens of D368 and the carboxylate oxygens of D717 is 37 Å, and the distance between the carboxylate oxygens of D368 and the carboxylate oxygens of D888 is 56 Å.](bi-2014-00840v_0005){#fig5}

In contrast to the high processivity of the polymerase activity, the exonuclease degrades both single-stranded and double-stranded DNA in a distributive manner. A priori, one would expect the exonuclease to have degraded DNA processively as the rate of nucleotide hydrolysis (6 s^--1^ on a correctly base-paired primer--template and 17 s^--1^ on a primer--template containing a mismatch at the 3′-terminus) is much faster than the rate of DNA dissociation (0.07 s^--1^ for a correctly base-paired primer--template), and processivity reflects a competition between dissociation and hydrolysis.^[@ref7]^ One potential solution to this apparent dichotomy would be if DNA dissociates from the exonuclease active site much more rapidly than from the polymerase active site. The aforementioned DNA dissociation rate reflects how fast DNA dissociates immediately after dNTP polymerization when the DNA was necessarily in the polymerase active site. If the DNA binding domains are relatively independent, as suggested by the fact that forming an E--DNA--aphidicolin ternary complex in the polymerase active site did not affect exonuclease activity, this would provide a rationale for very different dissociation rates. Alternatively, after completing one catalytic cycle the exonuclease might require that the just-processed DNA dissociate from this active site before initiating the next catalytic cycle.

Cowart et al. reported that the exonuclease sites of T4, T7, and Klenow Fragment require 2, 3, and 4 base pairs, respectively, of the primer strand to melt out for the exonucleolytic removal of nucleotides from the primer terminus.^[@ref26]^ We observed that both UL30 and UL30--UL42 enzymes require the substrate to have two unwound nucleotides for optimal activity. The requirement of two unwound base pairs is similar to that of the T4 DNA polymerase, another B-family polymerase, and slightly shorter than the two A-family enzymes.

The independence of the DNA binding domains for the exonuclease and polymerase active sites varies significantly among DNA polymerases. Just as with UL30, Klenow Fragment, an A-family enzyme, has independent DNA binding domains for its polymerase and 3′-5′ exonuclease functions.^[@ref45]^ DNA polymerase ε, a B-family enzyme, has partially independent binding domains. Forming a pol ε--DNA--aphidicolin complex in the polymerase active site gives partial inhibition of exonuclease activity.^[@ref27]^ In contrast, the B-family polymerase from RB69 appears to have completely overlapping DNA binding domains.^[@ref46]^ Structural studies of DNA bound to the polymerase or exonuclease active sites of RB69 polymerase show that the duplex portion of each DNA lies in the same channel. A short strand of single-stranded DNA (three nucleotides) then extends from near the polymerase active site to the exonuclease site.^[@ref46]^ Thus, although the catalytic cores for exonuclease and dNTP polymerizing activity appear completely distinct in all polymerases, the DNA binding domains may or may not overlap.

Together, these studies have shown that the polymerase and exonuclease activities of UL30 are remarkably noncoordinated with respect to each other. This includes apparently independent DNA binding domains and remarkably inefficient transfer between the two active sites. UL42, even though it binds DNA and enhances the processivity of dNTP polymerization, has no detectable impact on these parameters. This noncoordinated behavior of the two activities raises the question of how the two activities function together at the replication fork as well as the possibility that polymerase inhibitors may target herpes DNA synthesis via two mechanisms: direct inhibition of dNTP polymerization and exonuclease-mediated DNA destruction.
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BSA

:   bovine serum albumin

dNTP

:   2′-deoxyribonucleoside 5′-triphosphate

DTT

:   dithiothreitol

EDTA

:   ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid

Hepes

:   4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazine-ethanesulfonic acid

HSV

:   herpes simplex virus

*P*/*T*

:   primer/template

UL30

:   HSV1 DNA polymerase catalytic subunit that harbors both polymerase and exonuclease activities

UL30 (exo−)

:   HSV1 DNA polymerase subunit lacking exonuclease activity

Once the mismatched DNA is transferred to the exonuclease site and the incorrect nucleotide is removed, dCTP and dGTP are the correct dNTPs for addition of the next two nucleotides. Control experiments involving varying the concentrations of these two dNTPs showed that these concentrations give maximal intramolecular translocation of the DNA from the exonuclease to polymerase active sites (data not shown).

Frank et al. reported that high concentrations of aphidicolin inhibit the exonuclease activity of HSV pol in contrast to our results.^[@ref1]^. We suspect that this discrepancy resulted from the different DNAs used. In contrast to the relatively short oligonucleotides of defined sequence we used, they employed long repeating polymers such as poly(dG) and poly(dC--dG). Apart from using different sequences, the utilized phosphonoformic acid resistant HSV strains might also account for the discrepancy.
